Site Services

Gibson Centri Tech Limited have been manufacturing robust and reliable Centrifugal Casting Equipment for over 50 years, with many of the original machines still in service the following services will ensure that your machines function to the highest standard possible. Gibson Centri Tech Limited will do their best to ensure that they will have minimal disruption to your current daily production.

Site Surveys

Older equipment can require upgrading/repairing to meet modern working practices, health and safety regulations. Our Engineer can visit your site and make a report on your existing equipment, if necessary we'll provide a quotation for remedial work. We can also look at working practices and make recommendations for improvements.

Annual Servicing

The foundry is a harsh environment and it is beneficial to ensure that your equipment is in the best possible condition with annual machine servicing, planned maintenance will help to reduce machine downtime and increase the life of the equipment.
Machine Refurbishments

Over the years we have refurbished many machines to bring them back to as new condition.

Work Carried Out:

* Inspect
* Clean, Shot blast & Paint
* Replaced some guards and Interlocks
* Replaced bearing
* Rewire
* Upgrade control panel
* Inspect and Test
* Returned to customer within 2 weeks

We can also replace or upgrade the control system in order that the customer can take advantage of the latest technology.

Gibson’s undoubtedly believe that your organisation will see the benefits from the site services that we can provide.